1. Introduction {#sec1-1}
===============

Since its discovery in the western world by James B. Herrick \[[@r1]\] in the year 1910, sickle cell anemia (SCA) has been identified as a genetic disease in which a point mutation in the β-globin gene located on chromosome 11 replaced one original nucleotide, adenine, with thymine. This single nucleotide substitution changes the codon from a CAG to a GTG resulting in the substitution of the amino acid valine for glutamic acid at the sixth position of the β-globin chain producing the sickle hemoglobin (HbS) \[[@r2],[@r3]\]. This genetic mutation produces two distinct genotypes; heterozygotes (AS) resulting in sickle cell trait and homozygotes (SS) resulting in SCA.

In SCA, the normally round red blood cell (RBC), changes its shape and deformability under deoxygenating conditions, turning into banana-shaped cells known as sickle cells, which occlude the blood vessels in the microcirculation \[[@r4]\]. As a result patients with SCA suffer with acute, painful vasoocclusive crises. These symptoms do not appear until after six months of age when the γ−globin gene expression has primarily switched to β^S^-globin gene expression resulting in the conversion from predominantly fetal hemoglobin (HbF) to sickle hemoglobin (HbS) instead of to normal adult hemoglobin (HbA). Although effective newborn screening programs in the country accurately identify babies affected with SCA at birth, the main purpose of this program is to place the SCA babies under proper health care management, which includes prophylactic penicillin until 5 years of age and age-appropriate vaccines \[[@r5]\]. In adults, the only FDA approved drug to treat sickle cell disease is hydroxyurea, which boosts the production of HbF \[[@r6]\]. The second commonly used treatment is regular intravenous transfusion of normal RBCs into the patient bloodstream \[[@r7]\]. The efficacy of either treatment is commonly measured by assessing the percentage of the different hemoglobin types in the patient's blood sample using HPLC \[[@r8]\]. The HPLC technique basically separates the negatively charged hemoglobin types by passing them through a positively charged cationic column. Flushing the chamber with different pH buffer solutions and measuring the different elution times for hemoglobin identification and relative percentages of the different hemoglobin types using a UV detector for hemoglobin quantitation.

Laser tweezers \[[@r9]\] are novel optical devices capable of conveniently trapping and manipulating living \[[@r10]--[@r12]\] or non-living \[[@r13]\] dielectric particles whose dimensions range from tens of nanometers to tens of microns \[[@r9]\]. In relation to SCA, laser tweezers have been used to study the properties of RBCs including measuring the therapeutic efficacy of the drug Hydroxyurea in SCA \[[@r14]\] and the integrity of stored RBCs drawn from patients with sickle cell trait \[[@r15]\]. Here we present a study that measures the efficacy of blood transfusion treatment in SCA patients by measuring the response of the RBCs to mechanical deformations using laser tweezers. We also present and correlate HPLC hemoglobin variant quantitation with laser tweezers individual cells measurements for RBCs from a transfused SCA patient and a healthy normal hemoglobin subject. We discuss experimental methods used for our measurements and the interpretation of the results obtained.

2. Experimental method {#sec1-2}
======================

De-identified EDTA blood samples from a transfused SCA patient and two normal adult individuals were obtained from the Meharry Sickle Cell Center (MSCC), a major Hemoglobinopathy testing center located in Nashville, Tennessee. These samples were obtained from the individuals by either venipuncture or finger stick. Unless fresh, all samples used in the study were stored at 2°C at the MSCC. A biological material transfer agreement was processed between both institutions involved, MTSU and Meharry Medical College. The hemoglobin type quantitation was done by the Ultra2-HPLC from Trinity Bio-Tech (Kansas City, Kansas) at the MSCC. The SCA sample studied contained Hb S (53.68%), Hb A (39.72%), Hb A~2~ (3.60%) and Hb F (3.0%). The patient had been transfused with packed RBCs from a normal adult hemoglobin blood donor. Hemoglobin types and relative percentages were also assessed by HPLC for each of the normal hemoglobin blood samples tested. The first blood sample (fresh) contained Hb A (97.1%), Hb A~2~ (2.3%) and Hb F (0.6%) and the second (stored) contained Hb A (97.2%), Hb A~2~ (2.8%) and Hb F (0%). Detailed information of the three blood samples is shown on [Table 1](#t001){ref-type="table"} Table 1Relative Percentage of Hemoglobin types by HPLC and RBCs size measurements by Image-ProBlood SampleHealthy (Fresh 1)Healthy (Stored)Transfused SCASexMMMAge422320Draw date (Y/M/D)2012/02/092012/01/312012/05/03Delivery date (Y/M/D)2012/02/092012/02/022012/05/07HPLC measurement date (Y/M/D)2012/02/132012/02/032012/05/07Relative %  of each Hb typeHbA (%)97.1039.7297.20HbA~2~ (%)02.3003.6002.80HbS (%)00.0053.6800.00HbF (%)00.6003.0000.00Size measurement date2012/02/092012/02/092012/05/07Average diameter (μm)06.2306.0506.60Standard deviation (μm)00.5600.6000.90.

In order to identify the RBCs in the transfused SCA patient blood sample, we used a simple size distribution measurement. First the three blood samples were diluted in fetal bovine serum in about a 1:100 ratio. Each of these samples was placed in a well slide, and several images were taken with a digital camera attached to the microscope and interfaced with a computer \[see [Fig. 3](#g003){ref-type="fig"} below\]. In each image several properties of the RBCs were measured using image processing, enhancement, and analysis software-Image-Pro Plus 6.2 (Media Cybernetics). This was carried out by programing Image-Pro Plus 6.2 to select bright objects in each images and take measurements for more than a dozen properties of these objects related to their sizes and shapes such as diameter, area, or perimeter in units of micrometers instead of pixels. Often, since the program takes the measurements for other bright objects in the image which are not RBCs, we needed to identify and delete these objects. A sample of the measurements for the three samples is shown in [Fig. 1](#g001){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 1Three blood samples diluted in fetal bovine serum \[left to right: Normal Hb A (Fresh), Normal Hb A (stored), and transfused SCA patient. In the second row objects colored red represent the bright objects selected by Image-Pro for measurement..

The size distributions for the blood samples from a transfused SCA patient, normal (fresh), and normal (stored) as measured by the mean diameter of the cells is shown by a histogram in [Fig. 2](#g002){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 2The mean diameter of the RBCs distribution: SCA transfused blood sample (red), fresh (blue), and stored at 2°C (cyan). The last two are normal blood samples.. As one clearly sees from [Fig. 2](#g002){ref-type="fig"} the size of RBCs from the transfused SCA patient blood has a wider range (\~4μm-9 μm) as compared to those from the normal hemoglobin blood samples (\~4.8 μm-7.2 μm) for fresh and (\~4.5 μm −7.5 μm) for stored. The average diameter of the RBCs from the transfused SCA patient blood is 6.6 ± 0.9 μm whereas the RBCs from normal fresh is 6.2 ± 0.5 μm and normal stored is 6.05 ± 0.6 mm. The higher average size with a higher standard deviation is the result of the simultaneous presence of the abnormal sickle hemoglobin cells (which tend to be bigger in size) and the normal hemoglobin RBCs that came from the transfusion treatment with normal hemoglobin packed RBCs that the patient had received. The RBCs that come from the transfusion most probably would have average diameters in the overlapping region of the mean size distribution that we saw in the histogram shown in [Fig. 2](#g002){ref-type="fig"}. By selecting the RBCs in the overlapping region we have studied the behavior of the cells in laser trap for both SCA transfused and the normal (fresh) blood samples.

The basic element of the experimental set-up used to conduct this study is shown in [Fig. 3](#g003){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 3The experimental set-up for single laser trap.. The laser source (LS) is a linearly polarized infrared diode laser (8 watts at 1064 nm) with a beam size of 4 mm. The power was controlled by a λ/2-wave plate (W) and polarizer (P) combination. To increase the beam size, we used a 20× beam expander (BE). However since this had expanded the beam too much, we inserted two pair of lenses (L1 and L2) with focal length of 20 cm and 5 cm, respectively. The beam expander and the two lenses together adjusted the beam to the appropriate size (\~2 cm). The mirrors (M1--M4) were then used to align and direct the expanded beam through the laser port of an inverted microscope (IX 71-Olympus). A perfectly aligned expanded beam would then be redirected for a normal incidence angle at the center of the back of an objective lens (OL) using a dichroic mirror (DM) positioned at 45° inside the microscope. The OL has a 100× magnification and a 1.25 numerical aperture (Edmund Optics). The second pair of lenses (L3 and L4), which are positioned at the appropriate distance from the back of the OL along with M4, are inserted in order to form the trap at the focal plane of the microscope. The microscope is equipped with piezo-driven (PS) stage to house and better manipulate the microscope slide and a digital camera (CCD) to take a live 2D bright-field contrast image of the sample in the slide using 30mW halogen lamp (HL). Both the piezo-driven stage and the digital camera are interfaced with a computer (PC).

The behaviors we studied focused on the responses of the cells when they are confined by laser traps of varying strengths, kept inside the trap for fifteen seconds, released, and relaxed. To vary the strength of the trap the range of the power of the laser, which is measured near the middle of the two lenses, (L3 and L4) varied from about 30 mW to 280 mW. At the trap location, which is right outside the objective lens (OL) of the microscope, this power range corresponds to about 8 mW to 80 mW*.*

The measurement on fresh RBCs from the healthy individual was conducted first. For this purpose the blood sample was diluted with fetal bovine serum at 1:1000 dilutions. The diluted blood sample was placed on a well-slide and mounted on the piezo-driven stage (PS) of the microscope. Using the digital camera we took three consecutive images of the cell when free, lying on, or floating near to the bottom of the slide with its platelet side (its flat and wider side). We then opened the gate at the laser port of the microscope. The cell instantly flips and gets trapped with its platelet side parallel to the direction of the laser beam propagation. We immediately raised the trapped cell about twelve micrometers from where it was by raising the objective lens to avoid any effect caused by contact of the cell with the bottom of the slide. Three consecutive images were taken before the cell was released from the trap by closing the gate at the laser port. We then took images of the cell in fifteen seconds intervals for a couple of minutes after it was released from the trap. During this time as the cell relaxes it also keeps sinking slowly towards the bottom of the slide due to its weight. In order to keep it in focus, we have continuously adjusted the position of the objective lens. This procedure was repeatedly conducted for different trap strengths by changing the power of the laser. For better averages we have conducted a measurement for ten different cells at each power setting.

The exact same procedure is used for the RBCs from the transfused SCA patient blood sample. Sample images of this process for RBCs from a transfused SCA patient blood sample at two different powers are shown in [Fig. 4](#g004){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 4Images of a cell (from the transfused SCA patient) trapped at 30mW (1st row) and at 230mW (2nd row) as it relaxes to its normal size and shape. These powers are measured at the laser port. From left to right it represents free cell, trapped cell, and sequence of released cell from the trap..

3. Data analysis and results {#sec1-3}
============================

We first conducted comparative analysis in relative size and shape changes due to direct laser trapping of RBCs from the healthy individual and RBCs from the transfused SCA patient. To conduct this analysis we used the maximum and minimum diameters of the RBC when it is free and trapped. The relaxation rates for the RBCs from the two samples are then studied by using the maximum diameters of the cells at different times starting from an initial time when the cell is released from the trap at different powers.

Image-Pro Plus 6.2 was used to measure the maximum and minimum diameters of each cell when it is free prior to trapping (*d*~0~) and inside the trap (*d*) from the corresponding images. Using these two values we determined the relative change in the maximum and minimum diameters of the cell at a given power using *% change in diameter =* ((*d*~0~*-d*)*/d*~0~) × 100%*.* We then calculated the average values for the ten different cells at each power setting. The results are shown in [Figs. 5a](#g005){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 5The percentage change in the maximum (a) and minimum (b) diameters of the cell inside the trap relative to the diameter of the cell when it is free as function of the laser power. Healthy (blue) and transfused SCA (red). and [5b](#g005){ref-type="fig"} for maximum and minimum diameters, respectively. In both [Figs. 5(a)](#g005){ref-type="fig"} and [5(b)](#g005){ref-type="fig"}, blue represents the result for RBCs from a normal hemoglobin individual and red is for RBCs from a transfused SCA patient. Each of these data points represents the average value of ten cell measurements at the specified power. The bars represent the standard deviation in values of those measurements. These results show that both normal and transfused RBCs have reduced size inside the trap in either case. This is mainly because of two reasons. The first one is that the cell begins to contract towards the center of the trap as the power of the laser trap becomes stronger due to an increase in intensity gradients. This contraction misleadingly seems to be significantly higher in the change in the minimum diameter. However, this significantly higher change is mainly due to the fact that the cells flipped inside the trap and the image that the camera took is the side view which has a much narrower transverse diameter (the minimum diameter) than longitudinal diameter. Therefore, the change is significantly higher for the minimum diameter as compared to the free cell (which is nearly circular) minimum diameter which is about the same as the maximum diameter. As it contracts it also begins to flip back to its original state and also slightly expand along its narrow transverse dimension which eventually results in a sort of spheroid shape at higher power. This is the main reason that the change for the minimum diameter reduces at higher power as can be seen in [Fig. 4(b)](#g004){ref-type="fig"}. Comparison of the normal and the transfused results show that the relative change is higher in the normal for both the maximum and minimum diameters especially at a relatively low power. However, this behavior essentially becomes the same at higher powers for the minimum diameter for both the normal and the transfused RBCs.

The response of the cells in the two samples displayed in [Fig. 5](#g005){ref-type="fig"} depends on the strength of the trapping force acting on the cells. This force is proportional to the power trapping the cell, which depends on the beam size of the laser beam in the trapped cells. Following a similar model discussed by Lian et al. \[[@r16]\] we have effect of the beam size using Ray-optics. The beam size (*w*) depends on the angle of incidence of a ray on the trapped cell (*θ*), the angular position with respect to the beam axis \[*-α~max~* ≤*α* ≤ *α~max~*\], the size of the cell, and the trap position. The maximum angular position of the incident ray with respect to the beam axis (*α~max~*) is determined by the numerical aperture (NA) of the objective lens, the refractive index of the surrounding medium (*n*~1~), and is given by *NA = n*~1~sin(*α~max~*)*. F*or our trap *NA* = 1.25 and *n*~1~ = 1.28 which gives *α~max~* = 78°. If the beam focused by the OL directed along the negative z-axis traps a RBC with a diameter *d*~0~, then the cell would flip inside the trap with its larger circumference on the x-y plane. If the center of gravity of the cell is chosen to be the origin, then position of the trap would be *z*~0~ on the positive z axis. For this trap, following the method by Lian et al. \[[@r16]\], the beam size can be expressed as *w =* (*d*~0~cos(*α + θ*)*--z*~0~)tan(*α~max~*)*.* Therefore, for a Gaussian beam the power (*P*) trapping the cell, which decays exponentially (\~*exp*(*−r*^2^*/w*^2^) as the distance from the beam axis (*r*) increases, depends on the beam size inside the trap which varies with the size of the cell (*d*~0~) and position of the trap (*z*~0~). The RBCs from the transfused blood sample have a bigger size than the RBCs from the normal sample. This may seem the beam size becomes bigger and the power gets weaker for the RBCs from the transfused blood sample. But the bigger cells tend to be heavier causing the center of gravity of the cell to shift down which increase *z*~0~. This most likely counter balance the beam size increase caused by the size of the cell and may not have significant effect in the result.

We have studied the relaxation rates of the RBCs using the maximum diameter of the cells from the initial time when the cells are inside the trap and immediately after they are released with 15 second intervals for a duration of about 75 seconds. Following a similar procedure described above, the relative change in the maximum diameter of the cell released from the trap at a given power was calculated using *% change in diameter* = ((*d*~0~*-d*)/*d*~0~) × 100%, where *d*~0~ is the same corresponding average maximum diameter of the free cells we used earlier while *d* is the average maximum diameter of the cell released from the trap at different times. We then plotted this percent difference as a function of time for the different powers of the trap. The results for the RBCs from the normal HbA individual and transfused SCA patient blood samples are shown in [Figs. 6(a)](#g006){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 6The percent difference of the average maximum diameter of the cells released from the trap relative to the corresponding free cells as a function of time at 30mW (red), 80mW (green), 130mW (yellow), 180mW (blue), 230mW(cyan) and 280mW (magenta): (a) For RBCs (fresh) from a normal Hb A and (b) RBCs from a transfused SCA patient. and [6(b)](#g006){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. In both graphs, the data point plotted starts *t*= 15 s where the first image was captured after the power of the laser cut off at *t* = 0. The relative changes in maximum diameters for the RBCs in both samples at different powers are color coded in the same way: 30 mW (red), 80 mW (green), 130 mW (yellow), 180 mW (blue), 230 mW (cyan) and 280 mW (magenta). When the cells are fully relaxed, they recover the exact same size and shape of the free cell at a given time. The measured average maximum diameter of the relaxed cells is expected to be the same as the average maximum diameter of the corresponding free cells (i.e. *d = d*~0~). Therefore, the relative change approaches to a zero value as the cell fully relaxes and recovers its original size and shape in contrary to when it is not in which the relative change has a maximum value.

We clearly see from [Figs. 6(a) and (b)](#g006){ref-type="fig"}, at the initial time after the cell released from the trap (*t* = 15 s), the results for the RBCs from the healthy blood sample show significant differences at different powers than those from the transfused SCA patient. This is mainly because the RBCs in the healthy blood sample nearly all (\> 97%) have the normal hemoglobin (HbA) type; it is expected for these to be more elastic and significantly reduced in size due to the intensity gradient laser trap when the cells were inside the trap at *t =* 0 ([Fig. 5(a)](#g005){ref-type="fig"}).

On the other hand the relative HbA % in the transfused SCA blood sample is \<40% compared to the relative sickle hemoglobin (HbS) % which is 53.68% of the total Hb content ([Table 1](#t001){ref-type="table"}). RBCs with HbS are less elastic and do not reduce in size significantly by the intensity gradient laser trap at *t*= 0 ([Fig. 5(b)](#g005){ref-type="fig"}). The increased stiffness of RBCs with abnormal HbS agrees with previous studies based on micropipette and filtration \[[@r17]\], and atomic force microscopy techniques \[[@r18],[@r19]\]. Therefore, for normal HbA RBCs, the relative change in the average maximum diameter of the relaxed cells with respect to the corresponding free cells is still going to be higher at the initial time (*t*= 15 s) after release from the trap ([Fig. 6(a)](#g006){ref-type="fig"}) compared to those from the transfused SCA patient ([Fig. 6(b)](#g006){ref-type="fig"}). Even for such small relative deformation, the curves fitted to the data points at different powers in [Fig. 6(a) and (b)](#g006){ref-type="fig"} indicate that the RBCs from the transfused SCA blood sample appear to relax at a relatively slower rate than those from a normal HbA blood sample. This can be observed, at least for low power, from the relatively smaller slopes of the curves in [Fig. 6(b)](#g006){ref-type="fig"} than those in [Fig. 5(a)](#g005){ref-type="fig"}.

In order to verify these behaviors, we have defined and calculated a time constant for the relaxation rates as function of the laser power for the cells in the two blood samples. The time constant is calculated using two functions that best fitted the data points for the relative change of the maximum diameter shown in [Fig. 6](#g006){ref-type="fig"}. These functions are determined using graph programming software Origin 7.5. One of these functions is an exponential decaying function \[*f*~1~(*t*)*= A*~0~*+ A*~1~exp*{-*(15 *- t*)*/t*~0~\] which is shown by the solid lines. The other is a logarithmic function \[*f*~2~(*t*)*= B*~0~*-B*~1~*Ln*(*t - B*~2~)\] which is shown by the dotted line in [Fig. 6](#g006){ref-type="fig"}. The constants *A*~0~*, A*~1~*, t*~0~, *B*~0~*, B*~1~, and *B*~2~ have different values at different powers. The time constant (τ) is defined as the time for which the relative change in maximum diameter immediately after the cell is released from the trap (as predicted by the two functions *f*~1~*~,~*~2~(*t =*0)) is reduced by half. We then determined two time constants by solving the two functions for each power. The average of the two as a function of the trap power is plotted in [Fig. 7](#g007){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 7The relaxation time constant of the cells after it is released from the trap as function of power. Normal Hb A individual (blue) and transfused SCA patient (red).. The data points and the fitting curve shown in red are for the RBCs from the transfused SCA blood sample and those shown in blue are for RBCs from the normal HbA blood sample.

The data in [Fig. 7](#g007){ref-type="fig"} shows that the time constant predicts interesting behaviors for the relaxation rate of the RBCs after release from the trap as the power of the trap changes. For the RBCs from both samples, the time constant first begins to decrease as the power increases before it reaches a minimum value and then begins to increase as the power becomes higher. This indicates that for both samples, the RBCs relax relatively faster as the power of the trap increases up to certain limited power. However, when the power increases further and exceeds these limits, the time constant appears to increase and the cell seems to relax more slowly. From both of the parabolic curves in [Fig. 7](#g007){ref-type="fig"} we may predict that the time constant reaches a minimum value of \~40s at about 160 mW for the RBCs from the normal HbA blood sample and minimum value of \~29 s at about 190 mW for the RBCs from the transfused SCA blood sample. A reasonable explanation for the fast relaxation rates (decrease in the time constant) up to this limit in both cases could be the inevitable heating effect resulting from increasing the power of the trapping laser. At relatively high power the infrared (1064nm) laser energy can be more strongly absorbed by the water molecules, elevating thermal vibrations in the RBCs which could lead to fast recovery of its original size through expansion. However, this heating could have an effect in compromising the integrity of the cellular cytoskeleton which plays a major role in the visco-elastic properties of RBCs. This effect appears to be greater in the normal than the transfused blood samples. At some extreme powers, we have observed the cell membranes rupture, become charged, and are ejected from the trap. At extremely low power, the results in [Fig. 7](#g007){ref-type="fig"} predict a higher time constant for the RBCs from the transfused blood sample as expected.

4. Conclusion {#sec1-4}
=============

We determined the relative percentage of the different hemoglobin types in blood samples from two normal HbA individuals and in one SCA patient treated with packed-RBCs transfusion. We also conducted a simple size distribution measurement in those samples to identify the RBCs coming from the blood transfusion. In addition, we have studied how those transfused RBCs in the overlapping region of the size distribution in the transfused SCA patient respond to direct laser trapping in comparison to RBCs from a normal HbA individual. The results show that the relative size change is higher for the RBCs in a normal individual than those in a transfused SCA patient. This is mainly because of the presence of more sickle hemoglobin than the normal hemoglobin in the blood sample. We have also studied how the cells from the two samples relax and recover their size and shape after they are released from a trap with different strengths by analyzing the relaxation rates of the cells. The relaxation rates for the RBCs from the healthy blood sample are relatively faster than those from the transfused SCA blood sample at a relatively low power. For both the healthy and transfused SCA, interestingly, the RBCs show that the cells released from a high power trap relax relatively faster than those released from a low power trap up to a certain limit. This is probably due to an increase in the fraction of the energy absorbed by the water molecules in RBCs in the infrared region at high intensity which could facilitate the relaxation of the cells though thermal vibration. Changes in deformability and relaxation-time of the RBCs by the techniques described in this study could be correlated to the efficacy of transfusion treatments in SCA.
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